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The word family has many meanings. In fact, the dictionary has 19. Two obvious definitions are for the nuclear family and the extended family. The nuclear family is a social unit composed of a father, mother, and children; while the extended family involves those outside of this immediate group, some of whom are blood related, but others who are not, yet who share common attitudes, interests, or goals. In the case of Edgardo and Ana Cristina DeFortuna, their first families that fall under both scenarios. Lucky Lakehouse was fortunate enough to be invited into their Key Biscayne estate to meet their nuclear family and discuss why their company, Fortune International, is indeed a family affair.

Resting along Biscayne Bay is the elegant four-story structure that Edgardo and Ana Cristina currently call home. Known as the “Greek House,” the architecture features multiple domes, interior arches and fountains, an elevator and spacious balconies on floors two and three. It’s here that Edgardo and Ana Cristina work, play and raise their two boys, Andres and Alexander.

“We bought this house without seeing the inside,” explained Ana Cristina. “It’s better that way because I won’t be disappointed if the deal falls through.” This residence, however, is only temporary. The DeFortunas recently purchased the Nieuw estate and are having their new home built on the property.
It's apparent after spending time with the De Fortunato family that they are a loving and compassionate family who adore their children. Their beautiful offspring visibly want for nothing and the affection demonstrated toward them by Ana Cristina and Edgardo is lovely. The act of watching Edgardo, this powerful real estate mogul, gently dealing with his young sons breaks down any preconceived notions that anyone could have. Family is truly the most important thing and this line of thinking extends to their professional family as well.

The seeds of success were planted early for Edgardo. His father, Jose Andres, was the head of a power transformer manufacturing plant that employed more than 1000 workers. The ability to manage an organization of this magnitude is no easy task and Edgardo learned from his father the disciplines of effective leadership. This knowledge enabled him to build an immense corporation of his own that is one of the most respected companies for the development of luxury properties, as well as the sales and marketing ofOutside ventures. Some of the projects currently under development by Fortune International include Jw Beach, Jw Ocean, 1200 Brickell, Arts &, Ritz Carlton Club and Residences, South Beach and The Semista Resort and Residences Key Biscayne. Projects from other developers that are currently being marketed by Fortune International include Mist, Flamingo South Beach, San Ocean Residences, 1900 Club, by 1900 Brickell and many more.

Yet, with all of the power and success that Edgardo and Ana Cristina have, they remain humble and grateful, realizing that much of their accomplishment is predicated on the talented people who surround them. For this reason, the De Fortunatos go out of their way to ensure that their extended family understands how grateful they are. Simple gestures, like opening their new home to employees to watch the World Cup, demonstrate an emphasis on having a tight-knit group.

"Ana Cristina worked so hard to get everything ready for the World Cup party," Edgardo said. "She literally made herself sick. We had only been in the house for three days and I thought it was fine, but Ana Cristina wanted everything to be perfect. She would wake me up in the middle of the night to move a table here or there. That's the way she is."

And those who work for Fortune value the personal atmosphere that Edgardo and Ana Cristina have created. "I wrote a song for Edgardo," said Andrea Greenberg, vice president of marketing for Fortune International. "The music was from Aida, and a lot of us sang the lyrics for his birthday video. It was sweet."

Those gestures of kind demonstrate a general feeling of respect. That respect has been earned through years of dedication and an understanding of how solid relationships are a key aspect to success.

"The importance of relationships was stressed to me when I was very young," Edgardo explained. This was another facet of leadership that was learned during his youth. "I remember going on trips with my father and seeing engineers who worked in his factory join us. He was very generous."

Edgardo took this concept of generosity and ex-
No one is hired by chance. Potential employees are screened by four or five people to ensure that they will fit in. And if they don’t fit in, they are not hired. The company is not interested in any kind of stereotypical attributes. Creativity is essential, from design to construction to marketing. Energy is also very important, as is loyalty. We need people who have respect and who are loyal and put the company ahead of their individual goals. Everyone understands that, which is why we are so successful,” said Edgardo. “The main thing is to go to work happy. If people are not happy, they are not going to be productive. We look for people who will contribute to an environment where we can enjoy our work.”

Ironically enough, the familial atmosphere extends to the conception of fortune's signature brand—Jade. At first glance, one may assume that the name is a reference to the stone alone, but in reality, it’s an anagram for Edgardo's father’s initials. “We couldn’t figure out what the name should be. Nothing was good enough. Then Andrea (Greenberg) asked what my father’s name was—Jose Andina De Fortnite. At first I wasn’t sure, but we learned that in China jade is a stone of good fortune and it is given to people for good luck. It’s also defined as a little piece of heaven on earth,” explained Edgardo.

Once the team learned the true meaning, the decision was made. There are currently three Jade developments and Edgardo wants to save the name for his most special projects. “If we overuse it, then it no longer remains unique.”

A healthy family is often an important attribute of success. In the case of Edgardo De Fortunato, the concept of family has extended from his childhood to his nuclear family to his professional life. His wife, Ana Cristina, is a strong-minded and intelligent woman. Together they work as a team to raise two healthy boys and run an immense real estate company. They lead by example and those who surround them are the beneficiaries.
WE NEED PEOPLE WHO HAVE RESPECT AND WHO ARE LOYAL AND PUT THE COMPANY AHEAD OF THEIR INDIVIDUAL GOALS. EVERYONE UNDERSTANDS THAT, WHICH IS WHY WE ARE SO SUCCESSFUL.

— EDGARDO DEFORTUNA